NLU Graduate Employer Survey – General Information
First administered in 2008 by Eduventures and then in house by NCE, the Graduate Employer survey is sent to employers where NCE graduates are
employed. Nearly all respondents have been administrators in the schools. The purpose of the graduate employer survey is to identify perceptions
related to the effectiveness of recently hired teachers who graduated from NLU relative to other recently hired teachers, identify overall perceptions
of NLU, identify perceived strengths and weaknesses of NLU graduates and identify suggestions to improve the preparation of teachers.
In order to achieve better response rates, in 2010-2011, the methodology for sending out surveys was adjusted, in that the graduate’s name was
included in the request for response from the employer. This resulted in the response rate for the 2010-2011 survey being nearly six times larger than
the previous survey administered by Eduventures in 2008. Evidence as delineated by Eduventures suggests that schools of education often obtain
completion rates between 5% and 10%.
2008 – Eduventures Administered
2011 – NCE Administered
2012 – NCE Administered

25 respondents
189 respondents
56 respondents

Employers were asked to rate NCE graduates in eight categories: content/pedagogy, student learning, diversity, classroom management, assessment,
collaboration, professional development and integrating technology. Each question had five possible responses: outstanding (5), above average (4),
average (3), below average (2) and poor (1).
For the purposes of our first mini data “retreat” we have limited the focus of the aggregated data specifically on content and pedagogy, student
learning, diversity, collaboration, and professional development. Although there are a few minor changes in the language of the survey, the results
from the 2010-11 survey and the 2011-2012 survey are provided for comparison purposes.
If you are interested in the full results from this survey from the last three data cycles, please visit the NCE data site at
http://faculty.nl.edu/ncate/standard-1exhibits.html - Exhibit 1.3.j.
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2010-2011 Content and Pedagogy

2011-2012 Content and Pedagogy
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2010-2011 Student Learning

2011-2012 Student Learning
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2010-2011 Diversity

2011-2012 Diversity
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2010-2011 Collaboration

2011-2012 Collaboration
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2010-2011 Professional Development & Integrating Technology

2011-2012 Professional Development and Integrating Technology
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